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“This book fills a huge gap in our knowledge of software testing. It does an excellent job describing how test automation differs from other
test activities, and clearly lays out what kind of skills and knowledge are needed to automate tests. The book is essential reading for students
of testing and a bible for practitioners.” –Jeff Offutt, Professor of Software Engineering, George Mason University “This new book naturally
expands upon its predecessor, Automated Software Testing, and is the perfect reference for software practitioners applying automated
software testing to their development efforts. Mandatory reading for software testing professionals!” –Jeff Rashka, PMP, Coauthor of
Automated Software Testing and Quality Web Systems Testing accounts for an increasingly large percentage of the time and cost of new
software development. Using automated software testing (AST), developers and software testers can optimize the software testing lifecycle
and thus reduce cost. As technologies and development grow increasingly complex, AST becomes even more indispensable. This book
builds on some of the proven practices and the automated testing lifecycle methodology (ATLM) described in Automated Software Testing
and provides a renewed practical, start-to-finish guide to implementing AST successfully. In Implementing Automated Software Testing, three
leading experts explain AST in detail, systematically reviewing its components, capabilities, and limitations. Drawing on their experience
deploying AST in both defense and commercial industry, they walk you through the entire implementation process–identifying best practices,
crucial success factors, and key pitfalls along with solutions for avoiding them. You will learn how to: Make a realistic business case for AST,
and use it to drive your initiative Clarify your testing requirements and develop an automation strategy that reflects them Build efficient test
environments and choose the right automation tools and techniques for your environment Use proven metrics to continuously track your
progress and adjust accordingly Whether you’re a test professional, QA specialist, project manager, or developer, this book can help you
bring unprecedented efficiency to testing–and then use AST to improve your entire development lifecycle.
Informatics, the science of processing data for storage and retrieval, is vital in today’s healthcare environment. At the core of informatics
practice is the electronic health record (EHR). However, the scope of informatics encompasses many areas peripheral to the EHR, such as
use of mobile devices, patient portals, data analytics, telehealth, and conducting health IT research. Health informatics specialists are at the
forefront of effective programs that are changing patient outcomes and education, but producing these systems is not a simple task for any
healthcare professional. This book presents key informatics concepts to help readers increase knowledge and expertise. The authors begin
with the phases of the system development lifecycle (SDLC): planning and analysis, design and usability, testing, training, implementation,
maintenance, and evaluation. This overview provides informatics nurses, physicians, pharmacists, dentists, dieticians, and other clinical
professionals with a solid foundation of knowledge of each SDLC phase, positioning them for success within any clinical system. Coverage
includes: Essential tools for project management Patient safety and engagement Security and privacy concepts Healthcare clinical decision
support
This book presents a comprehensive documentation of the scientific outcome of 14 satellite events held at the 13th International Conference
on Model-Driven Engineering, Languages and Systems, MODELS 2010, held in Oslo, Norway, in October 2010. Besides the 21 revised best
papers selected from 12 topically focused workshops, the post-proceedings also covers the doctoral symposium and the educators
symposium; each of the 14 satellite events covered is introduced by a summary of the respective organizers. All relevant current aspects in
model-based systems design and analysis are addressed. This book is the companion of the MODELS 2010 main conference proceedings
LNCS 6394/6395.

Since its first volume in 1960, Advances in Computers has presented detailed coverage of innovations in computer
hardware, software, theory, design, and applications. It has also provided contributors with a medium in which they can
explore their subjects in greater depth and breadth than journal articles usually allow. As a result, many articles have
become standard references that continue to be of sugnificant, lasting value in this rapidly expanding field. In-depth
surveys and tutorials on new computer technology Well-known authors and researchers in the field Extensive
bibliographies with most chapters Many of the volumes are devoted to single themes or subfields of computer science
This practical book provides a step-by-step approach to testing mission-critical applications for scalability and
performance before they're deployed -- a vital topic to which other books devote one chapter, if that. Businesses today
live and die by network applications and web services. Because of the increasing complexity of these programs, and the
pressure to deploy them quickly, many professionals don't take the time to ensure that they'll perform well and scale
effectively. The Art of Application Performance Testing explains the complete life cycle of the testing process, and
demonstrates best practices to help you plan, gain approval for, coordinate, and conduct performance tests on your
applications. With this book, you'll learn to: Set realistic performance testing goals Implement an effective application
performance testing strategy Interpret performance test results Cope with different application technologies and
architectures Use automated performance testing tools Test traditional local applications, web-based applications, and
web services (SOAs) Recognize and resolves issues that are often overlooked in performance tests Written by a
consultant with 30 years of experience in the IT industry and over 12 years experience with performance testing, this
easy-to-read book is illustrated with real-world examples and packed with practical advice. The Art of Application
Performance Testing thoroughly explains the pitfalls of an inadequate testing strategy and offers you a robust, structured
approach for ensuring that your applications perform well and scale effectively when the need arises. "Ian has maintained
a vendor-agnostic methodology beautifully in this material. The metrics and graphs, along with background information
provided in his case studies, eloquently convey to the reader, 'Methodology above all, tools at your discretion...' Ian's
expertise shines through throughout the entire reading experience."-- Matt St. Onge, Enterprise Solution Architect, HCL
Technologies America / Teradyne
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
No testing means no Go-live! But how do you make sure that your tests are comprehensive and deliver valid results? This
complete guide to test planning and test execution answers all of your questions. Not only will you learn the basics for a test
strategy and a test methodology that fit the requirements of your solution, you will also understand functionality and usage of all
the tools SAP and their partners provide for testing: Extensive, practical chapters on the most important tools, SAP Solution
Manager and eCATT, as well as substantial coverage of TDMS, HP Quality Center, and SAP LoadRunner show exactly how to
perform functional and performance tests. In addition, for each tool you'll find a real-life project report from a well known SAP
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customer.For this second edition, the book has been thoroughly revised and extended by more than 350 pages. New topics
include SAP TAO, HP Quality Center, RunSAP, and SOA testing.
Web Services Testing with soapUI starts with an overview of SOA and web services testing, and gets your hands dirty with a
sample project which makes use of open source web service engine, Apache Axis2. All demonstrations and hands-on exercises
are based on this sample project. This book is a practical and comprehensive tutorial for easy and efficient web services testing to
build high quality service-oriented solutions. This book directly targets software quality assurance professionals, software project
managers, and software developers interested in automated or manual testing web services and SOA. Whether you are a
seasoned SOA professional or a novice user, with this book you'll learn to effectively use soapUI in testing service-oriented
solutions for functional as well as non-functional web services.
Addressing the applications of computational intelligence algorithms in energy, this book presents a systematic procedure that
illustrates the practical steps required for applying bio-inspired, meta-heuristic algorithms in energy, such as the prediction of oil
consumption and other energy products. Contributions include research findings, projects, surveying work and industrial
experiences that describe significant advances in the applications of computational intelligence algorithms in energy. For easy
understanding, the text provides practical simulation results, convergence and learning curves as well as illustrations and tables.
Providing a valuable resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students alike, it is also intended for researchers in the fields of
computational intelligence and energy.
This 2-volume set constitutes the proceedings of the 6th International Conference on e-Learning, e-Education, and Online Training, eLEOT
2020, held in Changsha, China, in June 2020. The conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 68 full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 141 submissions. They focus on most recent and innovative trends and new
technologies in for educational modernization, such as artificial intelligence and big data. The theme of eLEOT 2020 was “Education with
New Generation Information Technology”.
This book provides an overview of the problems involved in engineering scalable, elastic, and cost-efficient cloud computing services and
describes the CloudScale method — a description of rescuing tools and the required steps to exploit these tools. It allows readers to analyze
the scalability problem in detail and identify scalability anti-patterns and bottlenecks within an application. With the CloudScale method,
software architects can analyze both existing and planned IT services. The method allows readers to answer questions like: • With an
increasing number of users, can my service still deliver acceptable quality of service? • What if each user uses the service more intensively?
Can my service still handle it with acceptable quality of service? • What if the number of users suddenly increases? Will my service still be
able to handle it? • Will my service be cost-efficient? First the book addresses the importance of scalability, elasticity, and cost-efficiency as
vital quality-related attributes of modern cloud computing applications. Following a brief overview of CloudScale, cloud computing applications
are then introduced in detail and the aspects that need to be captured in models of such applications are discussed. In CloudScale, these
aspects are captured in instances of the ScaleDL modeling language. Subsequently, the book describes the forward engineering part of
CloudScale, which is applicable when developing a new service. It also outlines the reverse and reengineering parts of CloudScale, which
come into play when an existing (legacy) service is modified. Lastly, the book directly focuses on the needs of both business-oriented and
technical managers by providing guidance on all steps of implementing CloudScale as well as making decisions during that implementation.
The demonstrators and reference projects described serve as a valuable starting point for learning from experience. This book is meant for all
stakeholders interested in delivering scalable, elastic, and cost-efficient cloud computing applications: managers, product owners, software
architects and developers alike. With this book, they can both see the overall picture as well as dive into issues of particular interest.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives
responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing and managing the
voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and
electronic commerce.

"A basic Knowledge of manual testing is essential. You should have some experience with computers. The content, speed, tone of
voice, and language used in the videos are the result of a lot of research and data collection. This is definitely not an advanced
course where coding would be covered initially. Coding would be added later on. The three components of LoadRunner are
covered in this namely VuGen, Controller and Analysis."--Resource description page.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Targeting the critical issue of performance, this guide shows how to resolve bottlenecks, increase speed, and get better overall
performance for Java Websites. The author team is a group of seasoned performance experts who have helped hundreds of
customers resolve enterprise Website performance issues.
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